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Risks of Collision
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Welcome to EUDEMON sunshine industry.
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Risks of Finger
Pinch and Disorder

EUDEMON team
With more than 5 years experience in designing and producing high quality baby safety
protective equipments, Eudemon has created a professional and competitive team which
has integrated Reach & Development, Production, Quality Contral, Sales and Customer
Service. With continuous innovation and passion of our team, we have got various of
Patents for our products.
And by cooperating with colleges and universities, Eudemon has also established a
human resource team to create employment opportunities for outstanding Graduates.

EUDEMON Development
1993-2008. Eudemon's predecessor Taifeng molding Company was an appointed
supplier to Philips & Haier;
Eudemon establishes the first program team of baby safety products in
2008. 9.
China, and takes a formal step into the Baby Safety Product Industry;
Eudemon established online shopping system in Alibaba Business Website;
2009. 2.
2010.8.
Eudemon put Sunshine Chain Strategy of baby safety products industry into
effect;
2010.10.
Establish Brand Strategy, and NINGBO EUDEMON CHILD PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT CO., LTD was officially registered;
2010-Now. EUDEMON gradually develop a whole series of baby safety products, lead
baby safety product industry to a new trend.

Risks Caused by
Door and Window

Risks of Electrical
Shock

Risks of Falling
and Dropping

EU DEMON Production & Service
The company has advanced plastic injection mold processing technology and advanced
R&D team to meet the growing market demand.
At the same time, high-efficiency and Excellent after-sales service has helped EUDEMON
gain customers' trust.

EUDEMON Convenient logistics
EUDEMON located in Beilun, Ningbo, China, a coastal city with
convenient transportation.

Scan to get more details
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Risks of Collision
Features:
1. Prevent children from colliding on the sides
and corners of the desk, bed, cabinet for TV set
and other furniture during learning walking and
playing, thus to avoid accidential injuries;
2.lt is made of flexible foam rubber-NBR, to
make the protection more excellent;
3.Simple and convenient for installation with
high grade 3M stickers;

Soecification
,__._.
MATERIAL: N8R
,___
TYPE NO.: 89262
SIZE: 24*8*2000mm

Features:
1. Prevent children from colliding on the sides and corners of the
desk, bed, cabinet for TV set and other furniture during learning
walking and playing, thus to avoid accidential injuries;
2.lt is made of flexible foam rubber-NBR, to make the protection
more excellent;
3.Simple and convenient for installation with high grade 3M
stickers;

Soecification
MATERIAL: N8R
TYPE NO.: 89261
'

SIZE: 34*11 *2000mm

I
ELIDE
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Risks of Collision
Features:
1. Prevent children from colliding on the sides
and corners of the desk, bed, cabinet for TV set
and other furniture during learning walking and
playing, thus to avoid accidential injuries;
2.lt is made of flexible foam rubber-NBR, to
make the protection more excellent;
3.Simple and convenient for installation with
high grade 3M stickers;

SQecification
MATERIAL: NBR
TYPE NO.: 89265
SIZE: 34mm*8mm*2000mm

- .... __
'

Features:
1. Prevent children from colliding on the sides and corners of
the desk, bed, cabinet for TV set and other furniture during
learning walking and playing, thus to avoid accidential injuries;
2.lt is made of flexible foam rubber-NBR, to make the protection
more excellent;
3.Simple and convenient for installation with high grade 3M
stickers;

Specification
MATERIAL: NBR
TYPE NO.: 89263
SIZE: 14mm*4mm*2000mm/
14mm*4mm*35mm
ELIDE
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Risks of Collision.
Baby Safety
Coner Guard

Stair Edge Cushion
Specification
'"
MATERIAL: NBR

Features:

TYPE NO.: B9267

1 .Be suitable for desk corners, bed
corners , cupboard corners and
other place with sharp corner
,prevent children from accidental
injury by collision.
2. Silicone makes it flexible and
elastic ,which has good resilience
ability.
3. Easy to install with 3M tapes .
4. It will be glow in the dark.

SIZE: 34*11 *400mm

Features:
1. It is made of flexible foaming
rubber and plastic material, to
make the protection more
excellent;
2. This size is specially designed
for stairs;
3. The material is
environmental and fire resistent

I

Soecification
Material :Silicone
TYPE NO.: B9214
SIZE: 22mm*6mm*50mm

Baby Safety
Edge Guard

I

Features:

'\

1 .Be suitable for desk , bed ,
cupboard and other furniture
during !earing walking and playing
,prevent children from accidental
injury by collision.
2. Silicone makes it flexible and
elastic ,which has good resilience
ability.
3. Easy to install with 3M tapes .
4. It will be glow in the dark,

S ecification

6mm

TYPE NO.: B9221/B9222

>----'

SIZE: 22mm*6mm*41 Omm
1Smm*4mm*41 Omm

r---1

~
89221

~
15mm

I

1 .Be suitable for desk , tables, ,wall
cupboard corners and other place
with sharp corner ,prevent children
from accidental injury by collision.
2. Silicone makes it flexible and
elastic ,which has good resilience
ability.
3. Easy to install with 3M tapes .
4. It will be glow in the dark,

Specification

!---

Material :Silicone
TYPE NO.: B9215
SIZE: 15mm*4mm*35mm

ELIDE

89222

35mm

35mm

Material :Silicone

4mm

Features:
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Risks of Collision

Features:
1. Prevent children from colliding on the sides and corners of the desk, bed, cabinet
for TV set and other furniture during learning walking and playing, thus to avoid
accidential injuries;
2.lt is made of flexible foam rubber-NBR, to make the protection more excellent;
3.Simple and convenient for installation with high grade 3M stickers;

B9251

t

B9250

B9252

I Specification
MATERIAL: N6R
TYPE NO.: 69250
SIZE: 34mm*l 1mm*50mm

I

Specification
MATERIAL: N8R
TYPE NO.: 69251
SIZE: 34mm*l 1mm *70mm

I Specification
I

MATERIAL: N8R
TYPE NO.: 89252
SIZE: 24mm*8mm*50mm
24mm

I

I

Soecification
MATERIAL: N8R

50mm

TYPE NO.: 89255
SIZE: 34mm*8mm*50mm
34mm

ELIDE
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Risks of Collision.
Baby Safety
Corner Guard
Features:
1. Be suitable for desk corners, bed
corners, cupboards and other places
with sharp corner easy to be collided
at home, prevent children from
accidental injury by collision;
2. Adopt safe, soft and flexible PVC
material to protect babies and the
family from collision and injury.

.........
s,p ecification
MATERIAL: PVC
TYPE NO.: B9210

I---

SIZE: 43mm*43mm*21 mm

Features:
/

1. Be suitable for desk corners, bed
corners, cupboards and other places
with sharp corner easy to be collided
at home, prevent children from
accidental injury by collision;
2. Adopt safe, soft and flexible PVC
material to protect babies and the
family from collision and injury.

Specification
MATERIAL: PVC
TYPE NO.: B9211

Features:
1. Adopt safe, soft and flexible PVC
material to protect babies and the
family from collision and injury;
2. Easy to instal with 3M adhesive
tapes and applicable for various
appliances.

I

Specification
MATERIAL: PVC
TYPE NO.: 69212
SIZE: 30mm*20mm*15mm

SIZE: <l>42mm*21 mm

....
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Risks of Collision

Features:
1. Be suitable for desk corners, bed
corners, cupboards and other places
with sharp corner easy to be collided at
home, prevent children from accidental
injury by collision;
2. Simple and convenient for
installation with 3M tapes.

I

Specificat1on
MATERIAL: TPR+PP
TYPE NO.: B9217
SIZE: 58mm*58mm*30mm

I

Features:
1. Be suitable for desk corners, bed
corners, cupboards and other places
with sharp corner easy to be collided at
home, prevent children from accidental
injury by collision;
2. Simple and convenient for
installation with 3M tapes.

I

Specification
MATERIAL: TPR+PP
TYPE NO.: B9216
SIZE: 38mm*35mm*23mm

I

ELIDE
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
Baby Safety
Multi-purpose Lock

Features:

I

1.Prevent children from opening cupboard, refrigerator,
drawer, toilet,and etc to make a mess or get accidental
injury.
2. Applicable for various household appliances;
3. Easy for adult to use.

Features:
Soecification

1.Prevent children from opening cupboard,
refrigerator, drawer, toilet,and etc to make a mess or
get accidental injury.
2. Applicable for various household appliances;
3. Easy for adult to use.

MATERIAL: A8S+PE
TYPE NO.: 89310
SIZE: Cl>34mm*163 mm

I

Specification
MATERIAL: A8S+PE
TYPE NO.: 89311
SIZE: Cl>34mm*105 mm

I

r
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
Baby Safety Adjustable Multi-purpose Lock
- --

Features:
1. Prevent children from opening
cupboard, refrigerator, drawer, toilet and
etc to make a mess or get accidental
injury.
2. Double-sliding buttons creation design
can prevent children from opening better,
but adults can use easily;
3. It can also be used on flat surface, like
doors.
4.Simple and convenient for installation

Specification
MATERIAL: A8S+PE
TYPE NO.: 89315
SIZE: 220mm*60mm*16mm
I

)

_,,,.,

•

I

I

Baby Safety Adjustable Multi-purpose Lock
Features:

S12ecification

1. Prevent children from opening cupboard, refrigerator, drawer, toilet and
etc to make a mess or get accidental injury.
2. Double-sliding buttons creation design can prevent children from
opening better, but adults can use easily;
3.Simple and convenient for installation with 3M ta

MATERIAL: A8S+PE
TYPE NO.: 89312
SIZE: 200mm*55mm*12mm
I

ELIDE
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( ~ ) Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
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Baby Safety Multi-purpose Lock

Baby Safety Multi-purpose Lock
Features:
1. Prevent children from opening cupbo01rd. refrigerator. drawer, Microwave
oven and etc to make a mess or get accidental injury.
2.password kick design c•n prevent ch ldren from opening better, but adLits

can use easity.
3. It can also be used on flit surhce, like doors.

,...ru....
ih,,,_,ation

Features:

MATERIAL:ABS+PE
TYPEN0.:89313

_ ___,

SIZE: 22mm•4t mm•t 9mm

4.Simple and convenient kw instcillation with 3M tapes.

1...=
"~u~oa
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MATERIAL:ABS+PE

1. Prevent children from opening cupboard. reftlgerator, drawer, Mic~ve
oven and etc to make a mess or get Keidental injury.

TYPE NO.: 89316

2. Double-sliding buttons CrNbon design can prevent chiktren from

SIZE: 21Smm•4Smm•2omm

opening better, but adults can use easily;
3. It c.in also be used on flat surface, like doors.
4.Simple and convenient for installation wrth 3M tapes.

Gu-De
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder

Features:
1. Prevent children from opening drawer and cupboard to make a mess or get
accidental injury.
2. Double-sliding buttons creation design can prevent children from opening
better, but adults can use easily;
3. Soft TPR encapsulation will not cause harm to children;
4. Easy to install with 3M tape.

Features:

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS+TPR
TYPE NO.: B9350
r-;ZE: 77mm*77mm*41 mm
I

....
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1. Prevent children from opening drawer and cupboard to make a mess or
get accidental injury.
2. Fashionable design makes the interior decoration more beautiful;
3. Soft TPR encapsulation will not cause harm to children when they touch.
4. Easy to install with 3M tape.

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS+TPR
TYPE NO.: B9351
SIZE: 82mm*82mm*44mm

. ..

~
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder

Baby safety spring loaded
drawer I cabinet lock

Baby safety spring loaded
drawer I cabinet lock

Features:

~

-

1. Prevent children from opening
drawer and cupboard to make a
mess or get accidental injury.
2. Adult can use conveniently and
simply;
3. Normal open station makes it
more convenient for using.

I

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9372
SIZE: 80mm*45mm*30mm

r--- /,
I

Features:
1. Prevent children from opening drawer and cupboard
to make a mess or get accidental injury.
2. Adult can use conveniently and simply;k;
3. Noma! open startion makes it more convenient for
using.

Features:

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS

I

1. Prevent children from opening drawer and cupboard to make a
mess or get accidental injury.
2. Normal open function make it more convenient to use .
3. Easy to install with 3M stickers

Soecification
MATERIAL: ABS

TYPE NO.: B9355
SIZE: 70mm*70mm*40mm

TYPE NO.: B9353
SIZE: 63mm*45mm*30mm

•••~
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
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Baby Safety
Magnetic Lock
Features:
1. Prevent children from opening
drawer and cupboard to make a
mess or get accidental injury.
2.Magnetic design can be hidden in
the drawer and cupboard, it can
prevent children from opening
better, but adults can use easily.
3. Magnetic design will not damage
the Furniture surfaces

I

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS+MAGNETIC

TYPE NO.: B9356

-

Soecification

Features:

~

MATERIAL: ABS+PE

l .Prevent the drawer ,cupboard from suddenly closing to damage

SIZE: 40mm*40mm *20mm

t---

TYPE NO.: B9417

the baby fingers ,when the baby playing with the cupboard and
drawer.
2.Easy to install with 3M tape .

•••
'~cUDc
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SIZE: 50mm*25mm*12mm
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder

Features:
1.Applicable for locking cupboards, cabinets and bookcases .
2.Prevent children from opening cupboard to make a mess or get accidental
injury.
3. Adult can use conveniently and simply.

I

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS

I

TYPE NO.: 69370
SIZE: CD35mm*97mm
I

.....
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Features:

Soecification

1. Applicable for locking various cupboards with door knob at home;
2.Prevent children from opening cupboard to make a mess or get
accidental injury.
3. Will not make damage to the furnitures.

MATERIAL: ABS+PC+TPR

cUDc

TYPE NO.: 69371
SIZE: 250mm*56mm*17mm
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
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Baby Safety
Cupboard Lock
Features:
1. Applicable for locking for various
cupboards in home;
2.Prevent children from opening
cupboard to make a mess or get
accidental injury.
3. Adult can use conveniently and
simply;

0
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Soecification

I

MATERIAL: ABS+TPR
TYPE NO.: B9373/B9375
SIZE: 230mm*60mm*20mm

\

\

230mm*60mm*20mm

Features:
1.Applicable for locking cupboards,
cabinets and bookcases;
2.Prevent children from opening
cupboard to make a mess or get
accidental injury;
3. Double buttons creation design
can prevent children from opening
better, but adults can use easily.
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Soecification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9376
SIZE: 96mm*38mm*l Smm
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
Features:
1.Applicable for locking cupboards,
cabinets and bookcases with
double doors;
2.Prevent children from opening
cupboard to make a mess or get
accidental injury;
3.Double-sliding buttons creation
design can prevent children from
opening better, but adults can use
easily.

Soecification
MATERIAL: ABS

1---

TYPE NO.: B9378
SIZE: 116mm*58mm*16mm

Features:
l .Applicable for locking cupboards, cabinets and bookcases with handles
and double doors;
2.Prevent children from opening cupboard to make a mess or get
accidental injury;
3 Normal open function make it more convenient to use .

S~ecification

MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9377

-

SIZE: 186mm*56mm*14mm

-

I
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Risks of Finger Pinch and Disorder
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Features:

l .Prevent children from opening
toilet lid and dabbleing or littering
articles into the toilet;
2. Easy for adult to use;
3. With high grade 3M double-sided
- - - - - - - - - - adhesive tape, it is easy to install.

-

..

........

(

/

I

Soecification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9380
SIZE: 77mm*223mm*30mm

Features:
l .Be installed between door and door

frame, to prevent from damage when
closing carelessly;
2. Put on hanger when it is not under
.
using;
3. The material is flexible and will not
cause damage to door.

-

Specification

·
MATERIAL: PE

-------'I

TYPE NO.: B9410

....
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Risks Caused by Door and Window
Features:
1.Applicable for controling the
position of the sliding windows to
prevent children from opening and
causing accidents.
2. Easy to be removed if you do not
want to use it.

\\

' Specification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: 89418
SIZE: 97mm*25mm*14mm

'

I
•

),

I

,

Baby Safety Sliding Door and Window Lock
Features:
1. Applicable for controling the position of the sliding windows and doors;
2. Prevent children from opening windows and sliding doors, causing
accidents;
3. Functional lift switch to make operation easily;
4. Fashionable wings design can decorate your house.

Features:

S~eciticati on
MATERIAL: PC
TYPE NO.: 89415
SIZE: 164mm*58mm*9mm
I

....
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1. Applicable for controling the position
of the sliding windows and doors;
2. Prevent children from opening
windows and sliding doors, causing
accidents;
3.Sucker design can prevent children
from opening better, but adults can use
easily.

Soecificati on
MATERIAL: ABS+PVC
TYPE NO.: 89419
SIZE: 100mm*60mm*28mm

. ..

~
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(Gft) Risks Caused by Door and Window
Baby Safety
Door Stopper
Features:
1. Control the opening pQS.tuon ot the
door;
2. Prevent the door from suddenly
clo~lng, a using lnJL#'Y to children,;
3. Prevent ch1kll'en from pkiylng and
kx:ki:ng themsetvtt In the room.

ec1fication

MATERIAL: A!S+PC
TYPHICl.: 89413

StZf: 230mm•S6mm•l0mm

Baby Safety Door Stopper
Features:
1. Control the opening position of the door;

l. Prevent the door from suddenly dosing, a1.1Sin9 Wljury to chiklren;
l. Prevmt children from playing and lodting themselves in the room;
4. Soft TPR makes it flexible, which owns high 9r1de rnilience.

UD6--•~-W.GE 36

'
MATERIAL:
·TPR
TYPE ti()~ 89421
SlZf: 12Jmm•40mm-ismm

••
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Risks Caused by Door and Window

Features:
1. Prevent the damage caused by

door when closing carelessly or
suddenly, and avoid babies locking
themselves in the door;
2. Soft TPR makes it flexible and
elastic, which has good resilience
ability.

I

Soecification
MATERIAL: TPR
TYPE NO.: B9416

-

SIZE: 100mm*13mm*44mm

-

-

!ii,_
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Features:

____

..:~;.1 ...___

Features:
1. Prevent the damage caused by door when closing carelessly or suddenly,
and avoid babies locking themselves in the door;
2. The product is made of flexible EVA and has reasonable structure design
and long service life.

1. Prevent children from accidental injury

by the door handele.
2. Soft TPR makes it flexible and elastic,
which has good resilience ability.

Specification
Specification

MATERIAL: EVA

•

t - -'

TYPE NO.: B9411

MATERIAL: TPR

-

t--

t

SIZE: 11 Omm*90mm*24mm

'

TYPE NO.: B9425
SIZE: 140mm*40mm*3mm

;
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Risks Caused by Door and Window

'

Features:
1. Prevent the damage caused by
door when closing carelessly or
suddenly, and avoid babies locking
themselves in the door;
2. Silicone material makes it flexible
and elastic ,which has good resilience
ability.

Features:
1. Prevent the damage caused by door when closing carelessly or suddenly,
and avoid babies locking themselves in the door;
2. The product is made of flexible EVA and has reasonable structure design
and long service life.

I

Specification
Specification

MATERIAL: SILICONE

MATERIAL: EVA

TYPE NO.: 89423

TYPE NO.: 89422

-

SIZE: 102mm*78mm*l 6mm

SIZE: 128mm*91 mm*25mm
I

ELIDE

....
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Risks Caused by Door and Window
Features:
Features:
1. It is applicable for curtain lines and small wires;
2. Easy to install and uninstall, will make no damage to furnitures;
3. Use environmental materials.

I

1. Made of transparent PC to cover
the switch of cooking utensil;
2. Prevent children from getting
injuries by accidently turn on the
switch;
3. Adult can use it conveniently and
simple.

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9330
SIZE: <l>55mm*31 mm

I

Specification

I MATERIAL: PC

--------<

TYPE NO.: B9510
SIZE: <l>60mm*40mm

Features:
1.lt can prevent children from
opening or closing the door
effectively;
2. Easy to assemble and clean;
3. It is easy for adult to use and can
extend the operating life of the door
knob.

•

Specification
MATERIAL: PP+TPR
TYPE NO.: B9322
SIZE: <l>65mm*6Smm

....
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Risks of Electrical Shock

Features:
1.Prevent children from inserting articles or
fingers to socket, and causing danger of
getting an electric shock;
2. Prevent dust from entering the socket;
3.Small key makes it easier for adult to take out
the covers from the socket.

'j

•

Features:
1.Prevent children from inserting articles or fingers to socket, and causing
danger of getting an electric shock;
2. Prevent dust from entering the socket;
3.Small key makes it easier for adult to take out the covers from the socket.

Snecification

r 5 ecification

Specification

MATERIAL: ABS

MATERIAL: ABS

MATERIAL: ABS

TYPE NO.: B9610/B9611

TYPE NO.: B9612

TYPE NO.: B9613

SIZE: 36mm*22mm*23mm

SIZE: 45mm*45mm*25mm

SIZE: 32mm*32mm*23mm

32mm*33mm*23mm

cLTDc
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Risks of Electrical Shock

Features:
l .Prevent children from inserting articles or
fingers to socket, and causing danger of
getting an electric shock;
2. Prevent dust from entering the socket;
3.Special 2 holes design makes it convenient
for use.

Features:
1.Prevent children from inserting articles or
fingers to socket, and causing danger of
getting an electric shock;
2. Prevent dust from entering the socket;
3.Small key makes it easier for adult to take out
the covers from the socket.

•

1

•

r
J

I
r

Soecification
MATERIAL: PP
TYPE NO.: B9614
SIZE: 37mm*33mm*24mm

I

MATERIAL: ABS

Specification
I

Specification

h

MATERIAL: ABS

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9618

PE NO.: B9616
SIZE: 33mm*l 4mm*20mm

SIZE: 36mm*36mm*14mm

TYPE NO.: B9615
I

I SIZE: 37mm*37mm*3mm

....
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Risks of Electrical Shock
Features:

I

1. Beautiful color and design can make it more fit for your furniture;
2. It can sort out the wires and store products which is not often use;
3. Easy for adult to use.

Specification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9620
SIZE: 260mm*115mm*110mm

I

••

-

-

/

•
Features:

ELIDE
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1.Prevent children from inserting articles or fingers to socket, and causing
danger of getting an electric shock;
2.Prevent children from taking away the Cable Connection Board to get
accidental injury;
3.Double buttons design can prevent children from opening better, but
adults can use easily.
PAGE48

Soecification
MATERIAL: ABS
TYPE NO.: B9621

-

SIZE: 140mm*60mm*95mm

. ..
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Risks of Falling and Dropping

Features:

[ Specification

1. Prevent children from falling from
the bed to get hurt .
2. Can be folded down to make easy for
parents to sit by bedside .

MATERIAL: STELL+MESH
[ ;PE NO.: 89721
SIZE: 1200mm*660mm
I
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Risks of Falling and Dropping

Features:
This gate can be used for keeping
babies and pets in/out of a specific
area.

..........···

"- -- - - - -

1.The gate can be automatically returned
after opening;
2. Double Lock, it's strong enough to avoid
opening the gate naturally;
3. Easy to install and uninstall, will make no
damage to the walls;
4. Suitable for both baby and pet.

Specification
MATERIAL: Iron
TYPE NO.: 89730-10
SIZE: 750mm*750mm*1 OOmm

Specification
MATERIAL: Iron

-

TYPE NO.: 89730-20

-

---

SIZE: 750mm*750mm*200mm
'I

eo..,.

I

.,

I

I

Specification
MATERIAL: Iron

l.2YPE NO.: 89730-30
SIZE: 750mm*750mm*300mm

_,

Specification

I

-

-

-

-

MATERIAL: Iron
'------::~-----~-

-

----

SIZE: 750mm*750mm*450mm

SIZE: 750mm*750mm*450mm

89730-8

89730-A

ELIDE
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-

TYPE NO.: 89730-45

I--

SIZE: 750mm*750mm*450mm

PAGE53

Risks of Falling and Dropping

Features:

Features:

l.Prevent children from falling
down from the stairs;
2. Easy to install and uninstall, will
make no damage to the stairs;
3.The material is soft and non-toxic.

1. Prevent children from falling from

windows;
2. Extendable for different sizes of
windows;
3. Easy to install and uninstall, will
make no damage to the walls.
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Specification

Soec:fication
MATERIAL: Mesh

MATERIAL: Alufer

TYPE NO.: 89770

TYPE NO.: 89760

SIZE: 780mm*3000mm

SIZE: 800mm*750mm*20mm
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Ningbo Eudemon Child Protective Equipment Co.,Ltd.
' tJt : Wf ¥1 ~ ~~ j t ii n] ~ii i!Y B3 529 ~
Add: No.529 Mingzhou West Road, Beilun
District, Ningbo, China.
Tel: +86-574-8611 7088/ +86-574-26871709
Fax:+86-574-26871709
PC:315800
E-mail: youman@myeudemon.com
you mansales@myeudemon.com
Http://www.myeudemon.com
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